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Children aged 4+ can learn to tie their own shoes with this novelty activity book by Top That

Publishing. It includes an integral practice shoe and lace on the inside back cover to make learning

to tie shoes easy and fun!Written by Oakley Graham, the hardback novelty activity book includes

colorful illustrations by Barry Green. The fun characters and rhyming text will help children

remember the important rules for learning to tie their shoes in three different ways, so they can

quickly master this key life skill. An essential novelty activity book to prepare your child for starting at

school.
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Love it. Bought this book for my son so he can start to learn, as soon as I gave it to him he wanted

to start right away. The book shows 3 different ways to tie your shoes. Very simple and easy, read

to your child and let them follow the pictures.I just wish that the way I tie my shoes would have been

in the book or the way my husband ties his so it would be a little more easier to show my son our

way.

I got this because my 5 year old was having a hard time tying his shoes... i read all the wonderful

reviews & thought for this price WHY NOT!!! Totally awesome it worked... i don't know if it was the

actual book... he actually didn't care for the story too much but just practicing it on the little shoe



lace peeked his interest. It took a couple of days to get him to learn (he's a leftie). I'd totally

recommend this book if only to get you (PARENTS) & your kid(s) motivated to start practicing. It

worked for us!

My daughter had been struggling to learn to tie her shoes but this book changed that. Wish I would

have bought it sooner! Step by step instructions with images that were easy enough for my 7 year

old to follow and basically teach herself. I walked her through it the first few times but after that she

practiced with the book on her own and within about 1 week she was tying her shoes! If your child is

struggling to learn to tie their shoes, I highly recommend getting this book.

As soon as the book arrived my 5 year old daughter began practicing to tie.. I was amazed at how

easily she could follow along with the book and how quickly she learned to tie her shoes. I also love

that it shows different ways to tie shoelaces so she can learn different techniques! This was a great

purchase!

My 5 year old was able to pick up on this rather quickly. The picture/step by step worked very well in

teaching him how to tie a bow. There are 2-3 different methods they use, but only one was

necessary for my son so we ignored the others.

Buy this. Don't waste your money on the rest, This book shows you how to do all the different ones,

my 3 kids love it. Less than a week of daily practice and my 4yr old is tying his shoes.We loop it

swoop it and pull it.

I have a 9 year old and 7 year old that struggled with tying their shoe laces. Received this book

today and literally within minutes both kids were tying their shoe laces like nothing. I wish I would

have purchased this book sooner.

My son 6 autostic loved it and learned so quickly less than a week. We had been working with him

on his own ahoes for weeks but this did the trick the day it came in
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